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1. Introduction1. Introduction



–– ProtoneutronProtoneutron stars:stars: (very hot; T < 50 MeV; trapped neutrinos)

* Triggered by cooling and deleptonization. [e.g.  Benvenuto & Lugones; 
PRD 1998; MNRAS Lett. 1999]

* Color Superconductivity not negligible ( TPNS =30-50 MeV; TC = 0.57 ∆, 
with   ∆ ~ 10 -100 MeV )

–– Cold Neutron starsCold Neutron stars(cold  ; no trapped neutrinos)

[Madsen 1994, Iida & Sato 1998, Bombaci, Parenti & Vidaňa 2004, Bombaci

Lugones & Vidana 2007,….]

* Triggered by accretion onto the NS

* Color Superconductivity is important for the onset of the transition 

because T < 0.57 ∆

Formation of a quark matter seed at the centre of a Neutron StarFormation of a quark matter seed at the centre of a Neutron Star
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The most probable mechanism seems to be nucleation of a quark matter drop
due to the high compression near the center of the star.



- We need phenomenological equations of state:

•a model for hadrons (extrapolation to high densities of a model that is expected 
to work around the nuclear saturation density ): e.g. Walecka model.
We a have a 

* a model for quarks: MIT Bag, Nambu Jona Lasinio

-The transition is first order by construction, because of the 
different functional form of the two equations of state. Fortunately, this agrees 
with what we expect from lattice QCD and other models. 

-Thus, we shall use Gibbs conditions:

Thermal equilibrium,                   Th = Tq
mechanical equilibrium,                      Ph = Pq

equal Gibbs free energy per baryon          gh = gq

Model for the Model for the deconfinementdeconfinement transitiontransition



The transition cannot happen in The transition cannot happen in ββ--equilibrium equilibrium 

ββ--stablestable
HadronicHadronic

mattermatter

ββ--stablestable
quark-matter bubble

(e.g. CFL)

Direct nucleation of the β-stable quark 
matter: high order weak process �

suppressed by a factor ~ GF
2N/3, 

with N=100-1000 (see Iida & Sato 
PRC 1998)

Ruled out: even when the final state has a  lower energy than the initial state

Chemical equilibrium against weak interactions leads to diferent quark abundances  
inside hadronic matter and quark matter.



ττττS ~ 10-24 s ττττW ~ 10-8 s

We expect a two step processWe expect a two step process

This Work:  
1) The intermediate (short lived) non-beta-stable phase has lower energy than  
Hadron matter ?
2) The intermediate phase is color superconducting?

.



Flavor conservation conditionFlavor conservation condition

.

NonNon--ββ--stablestable
quark-matter bubble

HadronHadronmattermatter

That is, the just deconfined quark phase must have the same That is, the just deconfined quark phase must have the same ‘‘‘‘ flavorflavor ’’’’
composition than the betacomposition than the beta--stable hadronic phase from which it has been stable hadronic phase from which it has been 
originated.originated.



Pc
max : central pressure of the

maximum-mass hadronic star
P0 : transition density

.

Pc
max < P0

The phase Q* has a lower energy per baryon 
than H for some pressures below Pc

max.

Therefore, deconfinement is possible if  
pressures between P0 and Pc

max are reached 
inside a given neutron star. 

Pc
max < P0

The transition cannot occur inside 
neutron stars in spite of the beta stable 
phase having a lower energy per baryon 
than hadronic matter.

Schematic comparison of the free energy per 
BARYON  of hadronic matter (H), non-beta-stable 
‘‘just-deconfined’’ matter (Q*), and beta-stable 
quark matter (Q) for different cases. 



These plots allow us to define the concept of critical mass for 
hadronic stars

.

CRITICAL MASS  M cr of a 
HADRONIC STAR:
is the mass of a hadron star for 
which  Pc = P0

� Pure hadronic stars with Mh>Mcr
are very unlikely to exist (they should 
have a quark core or be strange stars)

� Pure hadronic stars with Mh < Mcr
are safe with respect to a sudden 
transition to quark matter. 

Strange 
stars

Hybrid 
stars



“Absolute Stability” of QM: E/E/nnBB at P=0 and T=0at P=0 and T=0
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- Because nucleons in nuclei are stable

Witten’s Hypothesis 
(PRD 1984) ? 

YES, for a wide region of the 
parameter space � low B

YES, for large enough BMIT bag Model

Self-bound Quark starsQuarks only in central regionsCompact Stars

NO, at least for most accepted 
parameterizations

YESNJL model

StrangeletsNucleiGround state

< 939 MeV> 939 MeVE/nB

absolutely StableNon-Absolutely Stable

Not incompatible with the 
existence of nuclei.



2. Effect of color 2. Effect of color 
superconductivity on the superconductivity on the 
intermediate nonintermediate non--betabeta--stable stable 
phasephase



Composition of the intermediate non-β-stable phase: without CSCwithout CSC

Without Color Superconductivity each flavor is color neutral and we have the following 

relations between the chemical potentials :

After deconfinement, the Q* phase can be in a paired or an unpaired configuration. 
The actual state is the one with lower Gibbs free energy per baryon.
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Flavor Conservation (idem as before)   

Color neutrality:  nr = ng = nb

“Minimal” Pairing Condition: equality of at least 2 Fermi seas with 
different colors and flavors

The TOTAL mixture IS color neutral but each flavor is NOT color neutral. 

These 3 conditions force  a 2SC pattern for intermediate non-β-stable 
phase (Lugones & Bombaci, PRD 2005)

Composition of the intermediate non-β-stable phase: with CSCwith CSC

The relations between the 9 chemical potentials are given by:



For large enough ∆ the just-deconfinedpaired phase is favored
over the unpairedone: 

We pay some energy to force the pairing pattern but we 
gain more due to the condensation of quarks.

For small enough ∆ the just-deconfinedunpaired phase is 
favoredover the pairedone: 

We pay some energy to force the pairing pattern and this is 
not compensated by the condensation term.

Qualitatively, the effect of CSC can be sumarized as follows:



3 . Results for cold stars 1:3 . Results for cold stars 1:

Walecka + NJL

Lugones, Grunfeld, Scoccola and Villavicencio, 
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 045017 (2009)



We have used three different parameterizations:

Equations of stateEquations of state

HadronicHadronic matter:matter: We use a non-linear Walecka model which includes

Baryons ( B ): n, p, Λ, Σ+, Σ0, Σ-, Ξ-, Ξ0

Mesons: ( M ): σ, ω, ρ
Leptons ( L ): e



Quark matter:Quark matter: Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model with u, d, and s quarks and 
electrons.



Conditions on σ, σs and ∆:

To describe quark matter in beta equilibrium we should use the following relations 
among the chemical potentials:

However,  since we deal with just deconfined quark matter which is temporarily 
out of  beta equilibrium we employ:

� Flavor conservation 
� Color neutrality
� Pairing condition



With these conditions, and knowing the 
composition of the hadronic phase for 
each temperature and density, we can 
find the intersection of the Gibbs free 
energy per baryon of hadrons and just 
deconfined quarks (for each T)
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� For T=0: We can calculate the mass-
radius relationship for hadronic stars (with 
GM1, GM4, and GM5 EOS) and identify the 
critical mass (the star that has at the centre a 
value of G/nB equal to the critical one).

� For a given parametrization of the NJL 
model, stars with a mass above the 
corresponding point given in the figure are 
hybrid stars containing quark cores. Notice 
that, the mass-radius relationship for these 
hybrid stars is not shown in this figure.

� Notice that there are not large variations in 
the critical mass for the different 
parametrizations of the hadronic EOS and the 
quark EOS: 

for set 1: Mcr in the range 1.65–1.80 MSUN

for set 2: Mcr in the range 1.45–1.60 MSUN

T = 0
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3. Results for cold stars 2:3. Results for cold stars 2:

Walecka + MIT

Bombaci, Lugones and Vidana, 
Astronomy & Astrophysics 462, 1017–1022 (2007)



Quantum Nucleation ofquark drops

We use the relativistic version 
of the Lifshitz & Kagan (1972) 
theory of quantum  nucleation 
(Iida & Sato 1998)  
� Can be solved in the WKB 
approximation

real
color SC
quark drop

virtual
color SC
quark drop



Critical Mass for conversion

1) For Hybrid Stars: Mcrit is close to Mmax (almost independently on parameters)
2) For Strange Stars: large variations in Mcrit

- Mcrit increases with increasing
surface tension σ

- Mcrit decreases with increasing
pairing gap ∆

- Mcrit increases with increasing 
vacuum energy density B

hybrid

strange

hybrid

strange



4. Results for protoneutron stars:

Walecka + MIT

T. A. S. do Carmo and G. Lugones, 
to be published (see poster 44)



Quark matter: MIT bag model with u, d, and s quarks, e andνe.  

The thermodynamic potential can be written as:

Hadronic matter: We use a non-linear Walecka model which includes the 
whole baryon octet. We also include a trapped gas of electron neutrinos (νe )in ββ--
equilibrium equilibrium with the above particles. 

Equations of stateEquations of state

with

The critical temperature is given by Tc = 0.57 ∆0



Phase transition conditions
between the two phases

(a) Pressure equilibrium: 

(b) Gibbs equilibrium:

(c) Flavor conservation: 

(d) Color neutrality:       

(e) Pairing conditions:  

Ph(µp , µνe) = Pq(µu , µd , µq
e , µ

q
νe )

gh(µp, µνe) = gq(µu , µd , µ
q
e  , µ

q
νe)

Y qj = Y hj

nr = ng = nb

nur = ndg ;  ndr = nug

j = u, d, s, e, νe



ρh / ρ0

Legend

Unpaired 
case

B = 120 

MeV/fm3

Trapped Neutrinos increase the transition density
� this coincides with “old” results (Lugones & Benvenuto 1998)

For large enough ∆0 there is a decrease in the transition density
� this is the same effect already observed at T=0  

Densiy of hadronic 
Matter at which 
deconfinement
occurs



CONCLUSIONS FOR CONCLUSIONS FOR COLDCOLD NEUTRON STARSNEUTRON STARS

MODELS GIVING HYBRID STARS:
NJL or MIT for sufficiently large values of B
Walecka model with a wide range of parameterizations

The result is qualitatively the same for all the employed equations of state:
the critical mass is always close to (but smaller than) the maximum mass 
of hadronic stars, rather independently of the value of other parameters.

MODELS GIVING STRANGE STARS:
MIT for low values of B and/or large ∆
Walecka model with a wide range of parameterizations

The critical mass may vary essentially from zero to near the maximum 
mass of hadronic stars, depending on the value of other parameters such 
as the superconducting gap and the surface tension.



For small enough ∆∆00
►the qualitative behavior of the curves is the same as in the case without pairing: 
i.e. the transition density increasesas  T decreases,

the transition density decreases as the  µνe decreases,.
►Thus, in protoneutron stars there is a competition between cooling and 
deleptonization:  cooling increases the transition density while  deleptonization
decreases it.
►As a consequence the hadronic star can survive the protoneutron phase without 
converting  into quark matter.

For large enough ∆∆00
►we have the opposite behavior, i.e. as the  temperature decreases, the transition 
becomes easier because pairing interactions begin to work at high temperatures. 
►Thus, in proto-neutron stars both, cooling and deleptonization, favor the 
transition. 

CONCLUSIONS FOR CONCLUSIONS FOR PROTONEUTRONPROTONEUTRON STARSSTARS



Thank you !!!


